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ABSTRACT
The role of women empowerment is always related with education. In fact, higher education for women plays a
vital role in making women an empower Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru are relevant to discuss. According to his
words if a woman is educated, can able to make her family educated, thereby can become empowered. Indian
women have undergone various problems like illiteracy, lack of constitutions of India such as mentioned about
equality for women in its Preamble, fundamental rights and like. There has been dearth of women participation
in public life even after the success of Liberalisation, Globalisation and Privatisation concept. Hence, the
present paper focuses on Indian women and their empowerment through higher education. For empowering
women, higher education will play a vital role.
Keywords: Women Empowerment and Higher Education.

Introduction
An empowered woman doesn’t mean that she is highly educated with employment rather along with it she
should be rational, intelligent and skilful. In India, since the time immemorial women is treated as inferior to
men within the patriarchal system of the society. They were away from all the rights like, education, voting,
participation in public life, etc. In general, they were sticked on to the traditional role of women within in the
four walls of a house because of the rigid system of traditions and always led secondary life. In this situation
giving importance for female education was like a mirage. When a woman is empowered, can able to take any
decisions based on her own ability. The Oxford Dictionary defines ‘empowerment’ as ‘to make stronger and
more confident especially in controlling their life and claiming their rights. Education is an important factor for
the development of every nation and its human resource too. From the last few decades’ importance is given for
educating women out of her role as a home maker. This traditional role of women has undergone gradual change
with primary education and higher education.
Objectives
To Investigation of higher education in women’s life.
To analyse relationship between women empowerment and higher education.
Methodology
The present paper entitled ‘Role of Higher Education in Women Empowerment’ analyses secondary sources and
presented in a descriptive way. Through the process of analysis, it presents the role of higher education for
women to be empowered and its significance.
Higher education
It is commonly called as the education which is given after secondary education, which includes education being
provided by institutions like professional schools, medicine training schools, universities, technological and
institutions etc.
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Concept of Higher Education
Education has attained a great value and respectable position in society and is considered as the main standard
because of its direct relation to the growth and development of every nation. It nourishes every individual’s
psyche to make him as an integrated personality and indirectly supports the nation. Education is an art of
imparting knowledge in making an individual a personality with knowledge, discipline and a profession. Being
developing country India has the density of population of 1.25 billion besides the credit of world’s largest
democracy. Meanwhile the growth rate of higher education of not only men, women is also bringing changes in
the way of lives they lead. By constituting 48% of total population, they represent themselves as an important
human resource of India in order to contribute to socio-economic development of nation.
The Indian constitution granted equality for women in its Preamble, Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Duties
and Directive Principles of State Policies. According to UN report on education for women, it can effectively
bring changes in health and lives of people and women can guide their children in taking firm decision with
respect to their life goals. By their guidance they behave as a pillar of their families. According to an article
published in a one of the leading Indian newspapers enrolment of women for higher education has increased
from 10% to 43.8%.
Higher education for women
As modern period arrived, they started gaining education in such a way that today number of women identified
themselves as Business women, Politicians, Bureaucrats, Scientists, Doctors, Engineers and Vice Chancellors.
Moreover, they are considered as empowered women. Their empowerment is the contribution of higher
education which is always inseparable by which the economic growth of a nation is made stable. The very role
of higher education can support in two modes as traditional and modern. The traditional mode of higher
education makes women to be equipped with capacity to exercise the role of wife and mother and the
significance of latter kind is very relevant in this globalized era to be strong enough in their lives. Henceforth
the necessity of higher education is not only for male rather women too. As the present paper presents the
significance of higher education for women to be empowered, the words of famous philosopher, educationist
and president of India S. Radhakrishnan are very important. According to him female education is more
important than that of male; it is because there is always an educated woman behind the educated man. Thus,
education can make women to solve all sorts of familial problems and find individual and personal identity.
Being educated they have the capacity to understand the problems of child marriage and fight against it. Thus,
society can expect a better society based on higher education for women. Therefore, in 1979, the commission on
the higher education observes that higher education is necessary for both men and women for character
formation, ability to earn, create self-expression and development of personality.
Role of Higher Education in Women Empowerment
According to the words of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, an individual is educated by educating a man, but a family
can be educated only by making women to get educated. Therefore, according to his words if a woman is
empowered means mother India is empowered. These few words of Nehru will elucidate the clear relationship
of women empowerment and higher education for women. As half of the population is women and they can
strengthen the national economy to move towards progress by being empowered. Higher education represents
itself as a milestone for women to empower by facing many challenges to come out of their traditional role of
woman. Their increasing access to higher education makes women to free of rigid practices of gender
inequalities through their potentialities. There are various schemes taken under Higher education for women
Higher education for women throughOpen and Distance Learning (ODL) Mode imparts distance learning
system where teachers and learners can be flexiblewith respect to place and time
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Post School Diploma provides skill development strategies
UGCs and AICTEs-initiatives for women education
Post Graduate Indira Gandhi scholarship for single girl child for pursuing higher and technical
education
Construction of women’s hostels for colleges, etc
Introduction of women’s studies in universities and colleges
Post-Doctoral fellowships for women
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Conclusion
In the present male dominated society also there are women who are taking lead role in various disciplines
including education that too from education to astronomy, all the fields wherein women have made their own
mark. Hence in the history of women and their move towards identity is remarkable one, in fact their journey
can be considered as a journey of individuals towards perfection. Through higher education women find their
identity with all creative skills which are necessary. In India the ratio of women towards higher education is
increasing comparing to earlier years. When women can find their identity and contribute to national economy
through their empowerment then certainly the government need to implement more schemes and scholarships
and awareness programmes related to higher education.
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